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Welcome to Warner Bros. World™ Abu Dhabi

Here at Warner Bros. World™ Abu Dhabi, we make sure that you, your family and friends have an unforgettable day during your visit with a fun, healthy and safe environment. We want to ensure that everyone is able to make well-informed decisions about their ability to safely and comfortably enjoy each of our rides and attractions. This guide will give you all the information you need about our attractions and facilities, however if further information is required, please speak to one of our helpful colleagues, who are committed to ensure that everyone enjoys Warner Bros. World™ Abu Dhabi.
What You Need To Know

Accessible Parking
For ease of accessibility, we have designated parking for People of Determination located within our Valet Parking Area. The spaces are clearly marked with the International Disability Symbol. Upon arrival, please speak to one of our friendly Valet Parking Attendants who will be able to assist you with convenient parking.

Ticket Prices
Only guests holding a People of Determination ID or Government approved ID can avail a special discounted rate, considering that not all rides and attractions are easily accessible for certain guests. These guests can be classified as:
- Those who use a wheelchair for mobility.
- Those who have intellectual and/or visual disability.

Ticketing counters are located at the entrance plaza. There are designated ADA ticketing counters available for Guests. A Guest Services Associate will assist you by directing you to the appropriate counter upon arrival. If you have difficulties standing in long queues, please approach any of our Guest Services Associate to assist you.
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Enjoy Your Day with a Companion
The special discounted rate is extended to one companion, which can be purchased at the time of the purchase of the special admission tickets. Terms and conditions apply. Companions must be physically able to assist you if necessary. Although our colleagues are eager to provide the best service possible, they are not trained in lifting or carrying techniques and therefore cannot provide physical assistance.

Toilets
All our toilets have facilities that are accessible for guests with wheelchairs. Please check the Park Map for locations.
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Guests are able to bring wheelchairs for their own comfort and accessibility, or alternatively we can offer a complimentary wheelchair for you for the day. The majority of Warner Bros. World™ Abu Dhabi is accessible via wheelchair. We also have Strollers available for daily rent, this is for a small fee.

The Stroller & Wheelchair Rental counter is located inside the park’s entrance plaza just past the turnstiles. If a wheelchair is required during your day at the park, a limited quantity is available on a first come first served basis. Wheelchairs are complimentary for Guests. If you wish to reserve one please email to:

wbwguestservices@wbworld.com

You are welcome to safely secure your belongings while you experience Warner Bros. World™ Abu Dhabi when you rent one of our available Lockers. Lockers can be purchased from Guest Services, Stroller/Wheelchair Rental counter or Guest Relations.

Our First Aid facilities are operated by registered professional paramedics who are happy to assist you during your stay in the park, for any special medical and first aid needs. Our primary clinic is located through the Lost & Found area, furthermore we have a satellite clinic located between Gotham City and Cartoon Junction.

First Aid

Lockers
Due to most of our rides requiring guests to brace themselves, guests with broken limbs and casts will not be permitted on some of our rides, this is for their own safety. For further information and support, please speak to one of our Operations Colleagues.

Some of our rides and attractions require guests to walk unaided and navigate down stairs due to complex evacuation procedures. All guests must be able to hold themselves upright and brace themselves against the ride forces. Guests must also be able to transfer into the ride seat, with support from their companion.

If further information is required, please speak to one of our Operations Colleagues.

The majority of our rides and attractions require guests to be secured into a restraint/harness, this is for your safety and comfort during the ride and attraction experience. Guests who do not comfortably fit within the safety restraint/harness will not be permitted to ride. We have test seats available at the following rides for your comfort:

- Fast and Furry-ous
- Scarecrow Scare Raid
- Batman: Knight Flight

If unsure, please speak to an Operations Colleague who can advise and explain the ride restraint/harness, and assess your comfort and safety.
General Restrictions

Each ride and attraction has these general restrictions that apply:

• No lap seating.
• No loose items.
• No food or drink.
• No smoking.
• Guests must be able to hold on and brace themselves against the ride forces.
• Guests with back or neck injuries, high blood pressure and recent surgery should not ride.
• Expectant mothers are strongly advised not to ride certain rides and attractions.
• Guests must be able to walk unaided on certain rides and attractions due to evacuation purposes.
Specific Ride & Attraction Restrictions
Land: Bedrock
Ride: The Flintstones Bedrock River Adventure

Minimum Height:
- 1.05m - 1.30m (accompanied by an Adult)
- 1.30m (unaccompanied)
- 2.00m (Maximum Height)

People of Determination Access - Ride Exit

Additional Restrictions:
- Guests must be able to transfer into and out of the ride seat without assistance.
- Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times and brace themselves against the ride forces.
- Guests who cannot walk long distance unaided are unable to ride.

Land: Dynamite Gulch
Ride: Marvin the Martian Crater Crashes

Minimum Height:
- 1.05m - 1.30m (accompanied by an Adult)
- 1.30m (unaccompanied)
- 2.00m (Maximum Height)

This ride contains strobe lighting

People of Determination Access - Ride Exit

Additional Restrictions:
- Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times and brace themselves against the ride forces.
Additional Restrictions:

• Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times and brace themselves against the ride forces.

Minimum Height if accompanied by an Adult
0.90m - 1.20m
1.20m

Minimum Height if unaccompanied

People of Determination Access - Ride Exit

Land: Dynamite Gulch
Ride: The Jetsons
Cosmic Orbiter

additional Restrictions:

• Guests must be able to transfer into and out of the ride seat without assistance.
• Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times and brace themselves against the ride forces.
• Guests must have two fully functional lower limbs and two fully functional upper limbs.
• Guests who cannot walk long distances unaided are unable to ride.
• Guests who are unable to navigate down steep steps are unable to experience the ride, due to evacuation purposes.

Minimum Height if accompanied by an Adult
1.10m - 1.30m
1.30m

Minimum Height if unaccompanied

1.96m

Maximum Height

People of Determination Access - Ride Exit

Land: Dynamite Gulch
Ride: Fast and Furry-ous

Land: Dynamite Gulch
Ride: The Jetsons
Cosmic Orbiter

Land: Dynamite Gulch
Ride: Fast and Furry-ous

0.90m - 1.20m
1.20m

Minimum Height if unaccompanied
**Land: Cartoon Junction**

**Ride: Scooby-Doo**

The Museum of Mysteries

---

**Minimum Height**

- 0.9m - 1.30m

**People of Determination Access - Ride Exit**

---

**Additional Restrictions:**

- Guests who cannot walk long distance unaided are unable to ride.
- Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times and brace themselves against the ride forces.

---

**Land: Cartoon Junction**

**Ride: Tom and Jerry**

Swiss Cheese Spin

---

**Minimum Height**

- 1.10m - 1.30m

**Maximum Height**

- 2.00m

**People of Determination Access - Ride Exit**

---

**Additional Restrictions:**

- Guests must be able to transfer into and out of the ride seat without assistance.
- Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times and brace themselves against the ride forces.
- Guests must have two fully functional lower limbs and two fully functional upper limbs.
- Guests who cannot walk long distance unaided are unable to ride.
Land: Cartoon Junction
Ride: Cartoon Junction Carousel

Additional Restrictions:
- Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times.
- Stationary seating is available.

Minimum Height if accompanied by an Adult: 0.80m - 1.10m
Minimum Height if unaccompanied: 1.10m

People of Determination Access - Ride Exit

Land: Cartoon Junction
Ride: Ani-Mayhem

Additional Restrictions:
- Guests who cannot walk long distance unaided are unable to ride.
- Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times and brace themselves against the ride forces.

Minimum Height if accompanied by an Adult: 0.90m - 1.30m
Minimum Height if unaccompanied: 1.30m

People of Determination Access - Ride Exit
Land: Cartoon Junction
Ride: ACME Factory (Play Structure)

Minimum Height if accompanied by an Adult: 0.00m - 1.10m
Minimum Height if unaccompanied: 1.30m
Maximum Height: 2.00m

People of Determination Access - Ride Exit

Additional Restrictions:
• This attraction requires all children to be supervised by their parents/guardians at all times.

Land: Cartoon Junction
Ride: Tweety Wild Wocket

Minimum Height if accompanied by an Adult: 0.90m - 1.05m
Minimum Height if unaccompanied: 1.05m

People of Determination Access - Ride Exit

Additional Restrictions:
• Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times and brace themselves against the ride forces.
Additional Restrictions:
• Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times and brace themselves against the ride forces.

Minimum Height if accompanied by an Adult
1.00m - 1.20m

Minimum Height if unaccompanied
1.20m

Land: Cartoon Junction
Ride: Ricochet
Racin’ with Taz

People of Determination Access - Ride Exit
Land: Gotham City
Ride: The Riddler
Revolution

Additional Restrictions:
• Guests must be able to transfer into and out of the ride seat without assistance.
• Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times and brace themselves against the ride forces.
• Guests must have two fully functional lower limbs and two fully functional upper limbs.
• Guests who cannot walk long distances and navigate down stairs unaided are unable to ride.

Land: Gotham City
Ride: Scarecrow
Scare Raid

Additional Restrictions:
• Guests must be able to transfer into and out of the ride seat without assistance.
• Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times and brace themselves against the ride forces.
• Guests must have two fully functional lower limbs and two fully functional upper limbs.

Minimum Height
1.20m

People of Determination
Access - Ride Exit

Minimum Height
1.96m

Maximum Height
1.30m – 1.40m

Minimum Height if accompanied by an Adult
1.40m

Maximum Height
2.00m

People of Determination
Access - Ride Exit
**Additional Restrictions:**

- Guests in a wheelchair can access the attraction, fully accessible but are unable to experience some aspects of the attraction.
- An elevator is available to reach Level Two of the attraction.
Additional Restrictions:

• Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times and brace themselves against the ride forces.
• Guests must have two fully functional lower limbs and two fully functional upper limbs.
• Level One of Green Lantern Galactic Odyssey is wheelchair accessible.

Additional Restrictions:

• Guests who cannot walk long distance unaided are unable to experience the attraction.
• Guests must have two fully functional lower limbs and two fully functional upper limbs.
**Additional Restrictions:**

- Guests who cannot walk long distance unaided are unable to ride.
- Guests must be able to sit upright unaided, hold on tight at all times and brace themselves against the ride forces.

**Age Limit**

- Parental Advisory due to the nature of the film content.

**People of Determination Access - Flash Pass Queue**

- This attraction requires all children to be supervised at all times.
- Wheelchairs are allowed access into the theatre.